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Abstract:
Which tools are more useful: hammers or paintbrushes? Robots or glitter? This talk will share a notion
of duality between function and expression that challenges the traditional answers to these questions,
highlighting how expression supports function (and vice versa) and pointing to ways that traditional value
models can create counter-productive imbalance, especially in movement design. Collaborations
between artists and engineers, such as the work of Leonardo Da Vinci, the Bauhaus School, and Apple,
often reach legendary status, seeming impossible or impractical to emulate. However, the talk will offer
solutions to the real, pragmatic challenges of working across these disciplines, providing examples of
work by artist-engineer teams that have contributed to research in robotics: designing styles of artificial
gait for bipeds; translating movement between natural and artificial bodies; and building installations
that give the public creative experiences with robots. Thus, the talk motivates constructing balance
between art and engineering through collaborative work — work that reveals the practical value of play,
the utility of dance, the urgent importance of glitter.
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